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Foreword
The Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya, formerly the Prince of Wales Museum of Western India, has been
developing its galleries, visitor facilities, educational programmes, upgrading its premises, making efforts to build the
capacity of the staff, collaborating internationally, as well as networking with national and international institutions.
One of the things that we have done as part of museum development is to invest in and support the development of
art conservation within the institution. It has been an excellent decision, as not only are our priceless collections being
conserved for posterity, but also the Art Conservation Centre has been an efficient and faithful service provider for our
galleries, storage, collection care, display and maintenance. I feel proud to say that all our various departments work
in harmony, with the single objective of positively furthering the mandate of the Museum.
These efforts of ours have found acknowledgement and support from people, governments, and institutions who
have been sensitive to the cause of preservation of cultural heritage. This latest project, so generously supported
by Citi India, has adopted hundreds of our art objects for conservation and education. This has also resulted in the
development of the first of a series of three exhibitions of the conserved objects. All three exhibitions, over the three
year-period of the project, will have different themes. The first one explains the conservation philosophies, principles,
and some of the processes that have been employed for the conservation of the objects at CSMVS.
This book is our way of sharing these efforts with the rest of the world.
On behalf of the trustees of CSMVS, I express my gratitude to Citi India, for joining hands with us and partnering to
preserve our cultural heritage. Congratulations to the Conservation, Curatorial, Education, and Adminstrative teams of
CSMVS for taking the project forward with such positive energy.

Sabyasachi Mukherjee
Director-General
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya

Bukhara
viii Suzani; Embroidery on Cloth; 19th century CE; Bukhara, Uzbekistan; CSMVS
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Foreword
India has an extraordinarily rich and diverse cultural heritage, spanning thousands of years. Throughout our history,
India has, amongst other things, created the very best in art, architecture, sculpture, jewellery and other art forms. It
is our aspiration at Citi to try and play a role in nurturing, preserving and promoting these national treasures. In doing
so, we strive to contribute to the communities and society in which we live and operate, with the hope that future
generations will be able to experience and take pride in our magnificent cultural history.
ConservArte, is an art restoration project in which we have partnered with the Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu
Sangrahalaya (CSMVS), formerly known as the Prince of Wales Museum. This initiative is envisioned as a long-term
impact project, dedicated to the cause of art conservation in India. This initiative is also an excellent example of what
corporate India can achieve in partnership with a world class institution like CSMVS.
Under the aegis of this project, 150 national treasures spanning 5,000 years of history, from 2500 BCE to
contemporary times, will be conserved, restored and proudly displayed. Amongst these objects are an Ashokan edict,
personal armor of Emperor Akbar, centuries old Nepalese tangkhas, rare Tibetan bronze statuettes, ancient terracotta
from Mirpurkhas and important copies of the Ajantha Murals.
We are delighted to announce the launch of ‘Conserving the Collection - The caring path for 5,000 years of our Art’,
the first exhibition under ConservArte. The exhibition displays 50 of the many artefacts that have been restored and
aims to introduce viewers to the philosophies, principles and concepts of art conservation, while offering a glimpse
into the careful conservation treatments painstakingly undertaken to restore and preserve these extraordinary relics
and works of art.
To commemorate this occasion, we are very pleased to release this book titled, ‘Conserving the Collection’, which
presents brief art historical narratives and nuances of conservation of these 50 iconic objects. I hope that you enjoy
this book and the objects of art that have been featured in it.

Pramit Jhaveri
CEO
Citi India

Untitled,
V.S. Gaitonde, Oil on Canvas, 1962 CE, Jehangir Nicholson Art Foundation
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Preface
Art Conservation is a profession, at the kernel of which is the thought of enhancing the life of an art object. This may
appear to be quite contrary to the oriental philosophies of letting things go, these material things including perhaps
artworks too that bind us in moh maya. But in a studied response I am wont to think that these objects are not here
to bind us at all. They are here to very subtly liberate the artist and the viewer towards a state of mind more beautiful,
expansive, lighter, and more peaceful. Why we should conserve our cultural heritage has many justifiable answers, and
the above would be one of them for me.
As has been wisely said, if a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing well. To do things well, there has to be an
environment that has to be populated with persons of thoughts and actions that are sincere and energetic, with
persons who are courageous to present their points of view and even more courageous persons who are able to listen
to those points of view and take decisions in the interest of the larger objectives. There also has to be the space for
the ever-prevalent truth that in the future perhaps there may come individuals and resources to improve upon our
work or even undo them, for the better. These and many other thoughts govern the principles of art conservation.
The exhibition Conserving the Collection, as well as this publication introduce us, in a simple manner, to some of the
guiding principles and processes that have touched these material objects. Over thousands of years, humans created
these objects with their hands, and humanity cared for them; and today with these conservation efforts, both you and I
have now become a link in this chain of human continuum.
This book is divided into ten chapters, with each chapter focussing on objects of certain materials belonging to a
specific period in time. Each object is accompanied with a short historical note followed by select aspects of art
conservation narrated through the medium of text and imagery.

Anupam Sah
Head of Art Conservation, Research, and Training
CSMVS Museum Art Conservation Centre

Laksha
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Conservation oF HistoriC and artistiC works
Conservation
All measures and actions
aimed at safeguarding tangible cultural heritage
while ensuring its accessibility
to present and future generations.
Conservation embraces
preventive conservation, remedial conservation,
and restoration.
All measures and actions
should respect the significance
and the physical properties
of the cultural heritage item.

Source: ICOM-CC (International Council of Museums-Committee for Conservation)

Green
xiv Tara, Embroidery on Cloth, Tibet, 17th century, CSMVS
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Preventive Conservation
All measures and actions
aimed at
avoiding and minimizing
future deterioration or loss.
They are carried out within the context or
on the surroundings of an item,
but more often on a group of items,
whatever their age and condition.
These measures and actions are indirect—
they do not interfere with
the materials and structures of the items,
and they do not modify their appearance.
Examples of preventive conservation are
appropriate measures and actions for registration,
storage, handling, packing and transportation,
security, environmental management
(light, humidity, pollution, and pest control),
emergency planning, education of staff,
public awareness, legal compliance.

Source: ICOM-CC (International Council of Museums-Committee for Conservation)

Veenadhari
(Natraj), Sandstone, Uttar Pradesh, 9th century CE, CSMVS
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Remedial Conservation
All actions directly applied
to an item or a group of items
aimed at arresting current damaging processes
or reinforcing their structure.
These actions are only carried out when
the items are in such a fragile condition or
deteriorating at such a rate,
that they could be lost in a relatively short time.
These actions sometimes modify the appearance of the items.
Examples of remedial conservation are
disinfestation of manuscripts or textiles,
deacidification of paper,
stabilization of corroded metals,
consolidation of mural paintings,
removing plants from buildings.

Source: ICOM-CC (International Council of Museums-Committee for Conservation)

Lakshmi
Narayana, Gilded Bronze, Nepal, 19th century CE, CSMVS
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Restoration
All actions directly applied
to a single and stable item
aimed at facilitating
its appreciation, understanding
and use.
These actions are only carried out
when the item has lost part of its
significance or function
through past alteration or deterioration.
They are based on respect
for the original material.
Most often such actions
modify the appearance of the item.
Examples of restoration are
retouching a painting,
reassembling a broken sculpture,
filling losses on a glass vessel.

Source: ICOM-CC (International Council of Museums-Committee for Conservation)

Laksha
Chaitya, Painting on Cloth, Nepal, 15th century CE, CSMVS
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terraCotta
2500–1900 bCe
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Storage Jar
Terracotta
93.0 cm (H), 248.06 cm (max. circumference)
Harappa, Indus Valley Civilization
Circa 2500–1900 BCE
CSMVS Acc. No. 1637

This proto-historic terracotta storage
jar with a red slip and black bands
was created almost 4500 years ago
at Harappa, a city of the Indus Valley
Civilization, one of the earliest urban
societies of the world. The lines of
indentations around the body of the jar
are marks of the cord that supported the
jar during firing in the kiln.
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Dust thou art,
And unto dust shalt thou return
Both us and the objects we create
try to return to the earth
to their most stable state.
All these metal sculptures,
and all these paintings,
and these manuscripts,
and these textiles,
and us too,
ceaselessly and inexorably
move to break down
to be one with the earth.
At excavation sites,
most of the objects we find
are crumbling and turning to dust.
Yet, pottery we find, intact,
because these objects made of
terracotta (baked earth),
are already earth,
and in a very stable state.
And that is why, it is not easy
for them to degrade further,
and they survive relatively well
through millennia.
This, is immortality.
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To recreate, or not to recreate
Among the many principles, and
oral traditions of art conservation
that guide us
in taking conservation decisions,
is one that asks us
not to falsify or mis-represent
the forms of art objects which are
manifestations and records
of human progress.
Of this thousands of years old toy cart,
the original materials are only
the two wheels and the frame.
The rest of the cart
has been reconstructed
by the curators,
based on other such toy carts
that have been found
at excavation sites.
Yet, the reconstruction is
easily reversible,
and the toy can be returned
without fuss
to its ‘found form’
of two wheels and a frame.
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Reconstructed Miniature Cart
Terracotta

14.0(H) x 23.3(W) x 12.1(D) cm
Harappa, Indus Valley Civilization
Circa 2500–1900 BCE
CSMVS Acc. No. 1604, 1605, 1606

This 4000-4500 year old miniature cart has
been reconstructed to look like this, based
on other such toys from Harappa. The
original elements are the terracotta wheels
and the frame of the cart. The axle, draw
shaft, yoke and upright elements have been
reconstructed in wood.
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stone and stuCCo
300 bCe–1200 Ce
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Ashokan Edict No. IX
Basalt
Nalla Sopara, Mumbai, Maharashtra
60.0(H) x 77.0(W) x 26.0(D) cm
3rd century BCE
CSMVS Acc. No. SI-167

This basalt stone was found at Nalla Sopara in Mumbai.
While this basalt stone is about 65 million years old,
Emperor Ashoka had his ninth edict engraved in Brahmi
script, on this stone about 2250 years ago. The edict asks
for proper treatment of slaves, and servants, reverence
to teachers, restraint of violence towards living creatures,
and liberality to priests and ascetics.
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Iron rusts
Some well-meaning persons
many a decade ago
believed in the dictum,
A stitch in time, saves nine.
This Ashokan edict with cracks in it
was saved for today by an iron clamp
around it.
Iron rusts,
and when the rust is an orange hue,
it indicates it is active and expanding,
and needs to be arrested,
before it destroys the sculpture,
or even the building
that it is actually intended to
hold together as one piece.
We treat it with a process we call
the tannic acid treatment technique.
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2500 years ago,
King Ashoka, Devanampriya
Priyadarshi, beloved of the
Gods, spake thus,
and had it engraved in stone
for the population to heed.
“Men and women perform
various trifling ceremonies
on many occasions,
and such ceremonies
may certainly be performed,
though they bear little fruit.
The following however bear
much more fruit indeed:
Proper courtesy to slaves and servants;
Reverence to elders;
Gentleness to animals;
And liberality to priests and ascetics.
These and other such virtues are called
the practice of morality.”
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Gajalakshmi
Basalt
60.0(H) x 103.0(W) x 29.0(D) cm
Pitalkhora, Aurangabad District, Maharashtra
2nd century BCE
CSMVS Acc. No. S. 66.57

This 2200 year-old image on basalt
stone, is from the cave of Pitalkhora in
Aurangabad district. It depicts Lakshmi,
the Goddess of prosperity and wealth,
flanked by two elephants (gaja). This is
one of the earliest surviving images of an
Indian Goddess still in religious practice.
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Undo what we did
The picture above shows gaping fissures
that have now been closed,
and closely matched
in texture and colour
with the surrounding stone.
What if, in a few years, you, or even we,
want to remove this mortar?
For such an eventuality, please access
our treatment reports that record
what materials were employed
and how they were applied.
This will enable a trained conservator
to take informed decisions
on how to undo our interventions.
Art conservators refer to this practice
as the principle of reversibility.
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Head of a Jina
Spotted Red Sandstone
Mathura, Uttar Pradesh
21.5(H) x 17.7(W) x 18.3(D) cm
2nd century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. S 93

Mathura, in present-day Uttar Pradesh,
was one of the capitals of the Kushan
dynasty that ruled from 1st to 4th century
CE and the arts flourished there.
This spotted red sandstone sculpture
from Mathura depicts the head of a Jina,
one who, according to Jainism, is free
from earthly attachments.
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Gently clean the stone
sculptures
Just because it is stone is no license
to wash or scrub or splash
or shoot with water jets.
Sandstone often contains
a mineral called feldspar,
that with time turns to clay.
And every time we wash the stone,
we wash a bit of that clay away.
And as the clay is washed away,
the stone starts falling apart.
What would have once been a smooth
and lovely face, albeit of stone,
is now full of pores and holes.
That is why, before treatment,
we analyse the material
to determine what its composition is,
or else we may inadvertently damage it
in our well meaning but ill-informed
enthusiasm to clean it.
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Minimum intervention
Like in life and like in a good and
knowledgeable doctor’s approach,
and in art conservation too,
corrective action is not always dramatic.

Atlas
Grey Schist
20.5(H) x 17.0(W) x 7.3(D) cm
Gandhara
3rd century CE
CSMVS Acc. No.S 55

Other than in Mathura, art production
also flourished, as Gandhara Art, under
the Kushanas, in the region in presentday northwestern Pakistan and eastern
Afghanistan. This eighteen hundred
year-old grey Schist stone carving depicts
Atlas, with a muscular torso and a mature
bearded face.
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At times, minimum intervention is the
wisest thing to do
to ensure maximum benefit to
the object of our attention.
Such modest actions are beautiful
in their simplicity and clarity,
and stem from a deep understanding
of the object and its behaviour.
Those who feel that such actions are just
the right amount of conservation have
put their finger on the truth.
The vertically-aligned schist stone layers
of this sculpture are weak,
and therefore its display
has been modified
from a vertical to a horizontal angle
to minimise strain.
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Crowned Buddha
Stucco
22.7(H) x 20.1(W) x 16.6(D) cm
Gandhara
5th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 63.10
Gift of Lady Cowasji Jehangir

This stucco sculpture of a figure,
seated cross-legged, was created in the
Gandhara region, between present-day
Afghanistan and Punjab, 1500 years
ago. The figure, probably Buddha, has
a smooth surface finish, and excellent
quality of workmanship. There are traces
of red ochre paint on the sculpture.
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Of this often-heard word
little we know;
what is stucco?
Traditionally, stucco is a mixture
of lime, sand, gravel or crushed stone,
and often other additives
like plant gums and fibres,
compacted together,
to make sculptures
and decorative features
on buildings and structures.
Not only today,
but thousands of years ago too,
human beings across the continents
discovered similar ideas and materials
to create things, for example,
lime plasters and mortars.
They also arrived at a common ratio–
1 part lime and 2 ½ parts sand.
This ratio is employed today too,
even after thousands of years,
to create a basic lime plaster.
There are certain things that have
rigorously stood the test of time.
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Head of Buddha
Stucco
65.0(H) x 42.0W) x 22.0(D) cm
Gandhara
5th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. TC 63.5
Gift of Lady Cowasji Jehangir

This 1500 year-old stucco from the
Gandhara region, between present-day
Afghanistan and Punjab, represents
Gautama Buddha. Buddha is identified
by attributes such as the wavy hair,
the protuberance on the head (ushnisha),
as well as an auspicious mark (urna)
between the eyebrows. Traces of red
ochre paint can be seen on this stucco
head.
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We clean with pure light too
This is a stucco Buddha head,
half of which is grey and half is white.
Left like this for us to see
the cleaning effect of laser light.
Centuries of grime on this sculpture
has been removed with pulses of laser
controlled to an intensity that weakens
and cleans away the surface dirt.
The half-cleaning is for comparison.
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Veenadhari (Nataraj)
Sandstone
84.0(H) x 61.5(W) x 18.8(D) cm
Uttar Pradesh
9th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. L82.2/80

This image is a rare and early depiction
of Shiva’s cosmic dance. Carved in
sandstone almost 1200 years ago, the
ten-armed dancing Shiva is holding the
musical instrument, veena. Shiva’s family
comprising elephant-headed Ganesh,
his mother Parvati standing beside, and
Kartikeya on a peacock are also sculpted,
along with the dancing Bhringi.
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There is no toy called easy joy
Art Conservation can, at times, be
an excruciatingly demanding profession.
Certain conservation interventions
proceed very slowly
and require long hours of work,
with unwavering attention to detail.
One such object has been
the Veenadhari Nataraj,
for the treatment of which,
three conservators worked relentlessly
for over two weeks.
The upper layer of the stone
was exfoliating.
The vulnerable edges of this stone layer
needed to be reinforced
in such a manner that
the repairs do not disturb
the character of the work.
This was achieved with
the painstaking application,
of a textured putty, inch by inch,
at a consistent angle,
to ensure that the exposed edges
do not degrade further.
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Durga
Basalt
84.5(H) x 50.0(W) x 20.5(D) cm
Karnataka
10th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. S 150

This basalt sculpture from the region of
Karnataka is a thousand years old. It
depicts Durga, a popular manifestation
of the female primeval energy or Shakti.
Here, Durga is depicted seated in the
lalitasana position, holding a sword,
a shield, an unbloomed lotus, her
open palm pointing downwards, in the
varadamudra, the gesture of generosity.
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The previous cement repairs and metal rods were removed and
appropriate repairs were redone.
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Shantinatha
Marble
80.0(H) x 61.0(W) x 30.0(D) cm
Gujarat
12th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. S 133

This 900 year-old marble sculpture
from Gujarat depicts the 16th Jain
tirthankara, Shantinatha, seated in the
padmasana position. The Jain faith has
24 tirthankaras and the first of them was
Bhagwan Rishab Dev while the last of
them was Mahavira (599–527 BCE).
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‘Cleaning’ an object of art
This sculpture of Shantinatha
is made of marble.
The surface of marble has very fine pores
and dust and soot is absorbed into it.
Removing this ingrained grime
is not an easy process
as not only is it very difficult to remove,
but there is a severe limitation—
the smooth texture of the marble
has to be retained at all costs.
The nature of the ingrained grime
is determined, and
appropriate solvents or treatment
processes are identified.
The removal of surface deposit is
initiated with constant monitoring
of the impact on the surface.
We never ‘clean’ an art object.
We remove only as much grime
as is necessary
in order to balance its visual appeal and
protect it from further deterioration.
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Metal
1101–1900 Ce
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Sambandar
Bronze
61.0(H) x 39.0(W) x 16.0(D) cm
Probably Kumbhakonam, Tamil Nadu
12th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. B 126

This sculpture from Tamil Nadu is of
Thirugyana Sambandar (644–660 CE),
one of the most prominent of the sixtythree Nayanars, Tamil Saiva bhakti
saints. This 900 year-old Chola bronze
is modelled much like the image of a
dancing Balakrishna. What makes him
identifiable as Sambandar is the distinct
feature of his index finger pointing
upwards.
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Bhudevi
Bronze
62.0(H) x 24.5(W) x 21.0(D) cm
Tamil Nadu
14th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. B 125

Vishnu’s consorts, Bhudevi and Sridevi,
are iconographically almost similar in
representation. Bhudevi, Goddess of
Earth, is distinguished by the absence
of the kuchbandha or the breast band.
The manner in which the legs, torso, and
head of this 700 year-old Chola bronze
sculpture are aligned along three axes, is
known as tribhanga.
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Sthanaka Narasimha
Bronze
96.0(H) x 46.0(W) x 31.0(D) cm
Tamil Nadu
17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. B-63.29
Gift of Lady Cowasji Jehangir

This 400 year-old bronze from Tamil
Nadu is a rare representation of
Narasimha, the half-man, half-lion
avatara of Vishnu. This image is rare,
as most depictions of Narasimha are
otherwise represented with the Asura
Hiranyakashyapa laid across his thighs.
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Much misunderstood patina
While sometimes we say
an object should look dirty
for it to be antiquity,
at other times we say,
let’s remove the layers of brown and green
and bring back the sculpture
to a metallic gleam.
In both of the above situations,
we often refer to the surface deposits
on an object as the patina.
That is not always correct.
An art conservator’s decision
of what to retain or to remove
is governed by the following thoughts—
The sandalwood paste and sindoor
encrusted on the sculpture, that was
once in worship, is not patina,
but it could be retained, especially if
it poses no threat of corrosion to the object.
The plaster of Paris remnants encrusted
on a sculpture after a cast was made
to copy the sculpture in the recent past

62

is not patina either, and these remnants
are therefore removed.
The weakly-brownish and glossy tone
on an ivory object or a marble sculpture
is patina, and should be retained.
But the brownish-yellow of a darkened varnish
on an oil painting is not patina,
and it may be removed if it causes
a misinterpretation of the colours and
alters the appearance of the painting
to a considerable extent.
As far as dirt and grime are concerned,
they are neither signs of age nor are they patina,
but contribute to a series of mechanisms
leading to slow and irreversible deterioration
of the objects we want to proudly preserve.
The brownish layer on a copper alloy sculpture
is copper oxide and is a result of oxidation.
It should most definitely be retained as not only
is it patina, but is also a very effective protective
layer, saving the object from possible corrosion.

At the same time, the tarnish
on the silver is often removed
as it is not really patina.
It is the result of a polluted atmosphere,
or is due to storing the silver
amongst fabrics of silk and wool.
At times, however, it is partly retained,
like when there is an intention to
highlight the carved designs on the metal.
The green deposits on a copper alloy object
are of three to four types.
The brown copper oxide and
the green ‘corrosion’ products
together reflect a passage of time
and the object’s interaction
with the environment.
They are the object’s patina and
should be, and are often, retained,
as long as they pose no risk to the object.
Except one, that all of us
should watch out for—
small, powdery, light bluish-green spots,
that even after wiping them away,

keep reappearing in a few days.
This is copper chloride corrosion,
and it must be immediately treated.
If left unchecked,
the corrosion will eat away
the metal object from the inside,
by a process called copper cancer,
copper disease, also known as bronze disease.
Think about this:
Sometimes, a feature of a metal sculpture or coin
is converted partly or completely
to a corrosion product,
and yet retains the shape of the feature.
Removing the corrosion, would result
in the removal of the entire feature.
That would be a terrible mistake.
Therefore in such cases,
we stabilise the corrosion,
without attempting to remove it,
in order to retain that feature of the object.
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Maitreya
Gilded Bronze
79.0(H) x 20.5(W) x 17.0(D) cm
Nepal
13th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 67.39
Gift from the Collection of Smt. Amaravati
Gupta

This 700-year-old gilded bronze sculpture
from Nepal represents Maitreya. In
the book, Jewels on the Crescent:
Masterpieces of Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya, authors
Kalpana Desai, B.V. Shetti, and
Manisha Nene write—
He bears a replica of a stupa on his
tall mukuta, and is adorned with
earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and
other royal ornaments. His painted
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eyes closed in deep mediation, and a
benign expression on his face elicit the
compassionate nature of Maitreya. His
brocaded dhoti has a sash fixed in a knot
on the left side and an udarabandha is
also tied to his waist. His left hand holds
a water-pot and his right hand is in the
vitarkamudra holding a pearl between his
thumb and the third finger symbolizing
the attainment of the quintessence of
knowledge.
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Laser cleaning of art objects
Seen in the images is the Nd-YAG laser
at the CSMVS Museum Art Conservation
Centre. The Nd-YAG laser is widely used
for eye surgery, other medical procedures,
range finding in weapon systems etc. The
use of lasers is gaining acceptance as a
tool for cleaning of surface accretions from
art objects. Most of the metal and ivory
objects in the CSMVS have been cleaned
using this technique.
This equipment emits ‘bundles of light’
of 1064 nm wavelength. The minimum
amount of energy required to clean the
accretion is calculated, the laser is pointed
at the object and activated. One can
control the number of ‘light packets’ that
fall on the object. The packets of light
remove the accretion by a process called
ablation. The process is self-limiting as
once the accretion is removed, the laser
has no impact on the object. This means
that aesthetic aspects such as patina, etc.
are not disturbed by the laser cleaning.
This Nd-YAG laser cleaning system
has proved to be a very useful tool for
cleaning various types of art objects. At
CSMVS we have cleaned bronze, marble,
gilded objects, wood, terracotta, ivory,
and bone. The grime that had deposited
on the surfaces of the gilded bronzes
were removed with the laser.
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Lakshmi Narayana
Gilded Bronze
48.0(H) x 38.0(W) x 34.0(D) cm
Nepal
19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 22.2911
Sir Ratan Tata Collection

This 200 year-old gilded bronze sculpture
made by Nepali craftsmen depicts
Vishnu seated on a lotus pedestal with
his consort Lakshmi. This image is hollow
from inside and made in parts and joined
together. Vishnu can be seen holding
his attributes (ayudhas). Both Vishnu and
Lakshmi are in conversation as denoted
by their hands in the vitarkamudra, a
gesture of discussion or transmission of
knowledge.
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ivory
1501–1900 Ce
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Indo-Portuguese Figurines
Ivory
Goa
16th–19th century CE

These Indo-Portuguese ivory objects
from Goa date from 16th–19th century CE.
Most of these statuettes represent
Mother Mary. While the attempt
was to create a common imagery of
early modern Catholicism across the
Portuguese dominions, indigenous artists
brought in their local stylistic variations.
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Head of St. Mary

Standing Christ

Ivory
13.5(H) x 7.1(W) x 6.7(D) cm
Goa
Late 16th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 66.17

Polychrome Ivory
20.5(H) x 9.0(W) x 4.7(D) cm
Goa
Late 16th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 66.15
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Our Lady

St. Anne and Virgin Mary

Ivory
13.2(H) x 5.4(W) x 4.3(D) cm
Goa
19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 96.10/2
Gift of Mrs. Theresa Perreira, Mumbai

Ivory
9.5(H) x 4.5(W) x 3.5(D) cm
Goa
19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 96.10/4
Gift of Mrs. Theresa Perreira, Mumbai
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Immaculate Conception
Ivory
21.1(H) x 7.1(W) x 5.2(D) cm
Goa
19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 96.10/1 a/b
Gift of Mrs. Theresa Perreira, Mumbai
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Virgin Mary
Ivory
9.6(H) x 2.2(W) x 2.1(D) cm
Goa
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 79.10 a
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Not all ivory is elephant ivory
The term ivory can be used
for any of the following:
vegetable ivory, synthetic ivory,
hornbill ivory; narhwal ivory,
sperm whale ivory, walrus ivory,
hippopotamus ivory, and
the conventionally true ivories—
elephant ivory and mammoth ivory.
Over millennia, horns, bones and ivories
have been worked upon and have been
carved into a variety of decorative items,
that have also been painted and dyed.
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Thirumala Nayaka
Polychrome Ivory
26.0(H) x 9.5(W) x 6.6(D) cm
Madurai, Tamil Nadu
17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 66.4

Emerging from the decline of the
Vijayanagara Empire, the Madurai
Nayaka Empire established itself
between 1529 and 1736 CE. Thirumala
Nayaka, the most illustrious member
of the dynasty, remembered for the
splendid architecture of the city of his
royal residence, Madurai, is depicted in
this 300 year-old polychrome ivory work.
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Diagnosis and radiography
These ivory statuettes have been treated
very carefully with a combination of
solvents, lasers and physical methods.
In order to arrive at a correct treatment
plan, we need to sometimes see
inside the sculpture
for damages or structural details.
An X-ray is a useful tool to do just that.
We also X-ray oil paintings,
wooden sculptures and miniatures
in order to analyse or fingerprint them.
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The leg of the Thirumala Nayaka
had a previous repair. We had to decide
whether to remove the repair
and if it was safe to do so.
The leg of the statuette was
radiographed and a dowel
was revealed inside.
This meant that the previous repair
was a cosmetic one and this information
helped us to decide to remove it and
reappply a more appropriate filling.
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Miniature Painting
1501–1800 Ce
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Monk Kalaka Triumphs over
Gardabhilla
Folio from Illustrated Kalakacharyakatha
Gum-Tempera on Paper
8.6(H) x 30.0(W) cm
Western India
16th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 22.3260 B Folio 41
Sir Ratan Tata Art Collection

Among the earliest surviving illustrated
paper manuscripts in India are the
stories of Jain monks and tirthankaras.
Kalakacharyakatha is the story of the
renowned monk Kalaka who lived in
the 1st century CE. These illustrated
manuscripts were commissioned by pious
laymen to donate to the temple library or
grantha bhandara of the spiritual teacher.
In this illustration, monk Kalaka seeks
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the help of Shahi nobles to rescue his
sister who is abducted by Gardabhilla,
the ruler of Ujjain. Gardabhilla uses
Gardabhividya, the power of the magical
braying donkey. The braying would cause
the enemy to collapse, vomiting blood.
Knowing this, Kalaka organises expert
archers to aim their arrows into the
donkey’s mouth before it could produce
any sound.
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Deceptively beautiful corrosive
colours
Verdigris, the Green of Greece, is one
of the world’s earliest manufactured
pigments. Dip a copper strip in vinegar
and in a few weeks see how a bluishgreen layer forms on the surface.
In medieval India, we called it janghal,
a deceptively beautiful green pigment,
soothing to the eye and corrosive to the
paper or cloth on which it was applied.
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Certain dyes and iron gall inks also
destroy the very platforms that support
them and showcase them to the world.
The damage to the bow in this miniature
is due to the charring effect of the
pigment. Before more of the illustration
was lost, conservators provided a support
of very fine fibres to the charred areas.
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Folio from the Illustrated
Manuscript of Chandayana
Gum-Tempera on Paper
27.2(H) x 20.6(W) cm
Probably Delhi-Jaunpur Belt
16th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 57.1/22

Mulla Daud’s popular story, Chandayana,
depicts the story of two lovers Laur and
Chanda. These pre-Mughal paintings
fuse Persian artistic elements with
indigenous styles. This 400 year-old gumtempera painting on paper is probably
from the Delhi-Jaunpur region.
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Miniature damages,
miniature repairs
Miniature paintings on paper have
images on a very small scale and the
damages on them are on an even smaller
scale. In relative terms, the loss of even a
small fragment of paint from a miniature
takes away a large chunk of its visual
continuity.
Fragmenting and flaking paint are
arrested by conservators by applying
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dilute and weak consolidants at the
junction where the damaged paint edge
meets the paper support. Capillary action
draws and ‘sucks in’ the consolidant. As
this dries, it makes the paint adhere once
again to the support.
This slow process requires patience, and
often, the help of a stereomicroscope to
be able to implement the procedure.
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Bhishma Pitamaha Explaining
the Importance of Donations to
Yudhishthira
Folio from an illustrated manuscript of
Razmnama
Gum-Tempera on Paper
26.8(H) x 17.0(W) cm
Mughal
1598 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 26.4705

In the year 1582-83 CE, the Mughal
Emperor Akbar had the historian Badauni
translate the epic Mahabharata, into
Persian. Later, its illustrated version,
Razmnama was commissioned. The artist
Kanhara painted this folio which extols
the virtues of donation.
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Let’s throw some light, at an angle
Subtle and minute designs can be
observed with light falling at an angle,
creating shadows that highlight relief
features. This technique using raking
light is of immense help in examining the
condition of paintings and picking up
details that may not be visible when light
falls flat on an object. Strips of paper on
the sides, and changes in humidity cause
paintings to cockle and warp leading to
flaking of paint. The pictures show how
the cockles were removed and flaking
paint consolidated.
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Prince Dara Shikoh with His
Mentor
Gum-Tempera on Paper
37.3(H) x 26.7(W) cm
Mughal
17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 22.3432
Sir Ratan Tata Art Collection

Interested in Sufi philosophy, Prince Dara
Shikoh, the eldest son of Emperor Shah
Jahan is seen in this 300 year-old Mughal
painting with his mentor, Mulla Shah of
Qadisia School from Persia and Sufi saint
Shah Miya Lahori, seated with his legs
supported by a yoga patta (cloth band
used to hold a yoga posture) suggesting
a deep spiritual conversation.
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Ibrahim Adil Shah II with His
Lady
Gum-Tempera on Paper with Embossed
Mount
39.2(H) x 26.3(W) cm
Deccan, Bijapur
17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 2009.94
Karl & Meherbai Khandalavala Collection

Though not identified with an inscription,
this 300 year-old Deccani miniature
painting on paper from Bijapur is
attributed to be a portrait of Ibrahim
Adil Shah II (1580-1627 CE) with his lady
standing next to him. The arts flourished
in Bijapur during his rule. The mount has
Portuguese floral designs embossed on it.
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Medical machines for pulverised
paint
The paint layer had dried up. The
artist had not put enough binder when
preparing the paint. The paint was
powdering and even the slightest touch
would remove the pulverished paint.
Application of the consolidant using a
brush would be enough to remove the
paint at the first touch of the brush. Tricky.
To the rescue came a nebuliser that
creates a cold fog. The consolidant is
diluted, and placed in the chamber
where ultrasonic waves turn the liquid
into a cold mist. This mist of consolidant
slowly deposits itself on the paint
particles and ‘fix’ the surface of the
powdered paint.
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Ragini Todi—A Ragamala
Painting
Gum-Tempera on Paper
43.8(H) x 24.1(W) cm
Golconda
Late 17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 22.3297
Sir Ratan Tata Art Collection

In this 300 year-old gum-tempera
painting on paper from Golconda, the
Nayika (heroine), carrying a rudraveena,
is venturing out to meet her lover. She is
often represented with her face turned
towards the buck. Ragamala (garland of
ragas) paintings are pictorial depictions
of musical moods.
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Umed Singh Hunting a Boar
Gum-Tempera on Paper
28.0(H) x 27.5(W) cm
Bundi, Rajasthan
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 2009.44
Karl & Meherbai Khandalavala Collection

This 200 year-old tempera painting on
paper from Bundi, Rajasthan, illustrates
an extraordinary moment in the hunting
expedition of King Umed Singh
(1739–71 CE) of Bundi. Among hunting
sports, boar hunting was considered to
be among the most heroic in Rajasthan.
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Balwant Singh in a Tent
Artist: Nainsukh
Gum-Tempera on Paper
21.0(H) x 30.6(W) cm
Pahari, Jammu and Kashmir
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 2009.148
Karl & Meherbai Khandalavala Collection

This 200 year-old gum-tempera painting
of the Pahari School from Jammu and
Kashmir, was painted by Nainsukh, the
court artist of Raja Balwant Singh of
Jasrota. Nainsukh documented, through
sketches and paintings that have a fine
quality of line and shading, aspects of the
life of Raja Balwant Singh.
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Makhanchor (The Butter Thief)
Gum-Tempera on Paper
21.5(H) x 28.5(W) cm
Nurpur, Himachal Pradesh
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 2009.349
Karl & Meherbai Khandalavala Collection

This 200 year-old gum-tempera painting
on paper from Nurpur in Himachal
Pradesh depicts the popular subject of
child Krishna and his friends entering
houses and stealing butter while women
are engaged in household chores. He
steals butter from pots hanging from the
ceiling and distributes them among his
playmates. There is great poignancy in
the restraint depicted by the couple on
the right.
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Shiva and Parvati on Nandi
Gum-Tempera on Paper
22.0(H) x 16.2(W) cm
Basohli, Jammu and Kashmir
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 2009.17
Karl & Meherbai Khandalavala Collection

This 250 year-old gum-tempera painting
from the region of Basohli, in Jammu and
Kashmir, belongs to the Pahari School of
art of northwest Himalayas. The painting
depicts a tiger-skin-clad, five-faced Shiva,
seated on Nandi the bull, with Parvati, his
consort.
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Forensic fluorescence
Ultra Violet Fluorescence is a technique
by which we can see re-touches, surface
coats, and other additions to paintings
that are not visible to the naked eye.
Overpainted areas or re-touches can
show up as dark patches. Varnish coats
glow an eerie green or even an orange
hue. This technique is also employed
to differentiate the nature of pigments
that seem to be of the same colour. The
bright yellow fluorescence indicates that
the paint contains the pigment known as
Indian Yellow.
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Infra-red imaging
Amongst the various techniques to analyse
a painting is the use of Infra-red Imaging.
Infra-red radiation can travel through
some of the paint layers into the painting
allowing us to see the drawings or the
changes (pentimenti) the artist has made in
the artwork. Infra-red imaging can also help
to differentiate between various pigments
that may visually seem similar.
Infra-red imaging revealed other sketches
underneath the paint layer of this Shiva
and Parvati on Nandi miniature.
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Painting and EmbroidEry on Cloth, and tExtilE
1401–2000 CE
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Laksha Chaitya
Painting on Cloth (Paubha or Pata)
104.5(H) x 94.0(W) cm
Nepal
15th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 59.25

This gum-tempera painting on cloth has
its origins in Nepal, where it is referred
to as a paubha. Created more than
500 years ago, this painting depicts,
symbolically, a hundred thousand
(1 lakh or laksha) chaityas arranged
around Vairochana, a deity in Buddhist
practices. A few centuries later, this
format of painting moved into the
Tibetan regions and developed into the
form we today recognise as the tangkha.
The colour palette and composition
changed during this transition.
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Identifying colours the ancient
used
X-rays bombard a small red-coloured
area of a painting and disturb the
arrangement of electrons in the atoms.
This results in the release of tell-tale
bundles of energy that a detector reads
and translates as a graph on a computer
screen.
Assuming we analyse the red-coloured
paints, and the graph indicates the
presence of the element mercury and
sulphur too, the red pigment would then
be categorised to possibly be cinnabar or
hingula. Had iron been indicated, the red
could have been red ochre or geru, and
if the presence of lead were proven, then
a constituent pigment in the paint would
be red lead.
In this manner conservators and scientists
determine the materials that make up
a work of art. It helps to understand
mechanisms of decay and also provides
information to be able to decide on a
course of treatment.
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Procession of Abdullah Qutb
Shah
Painting on Cloth
336.0(H) x 89.0(W) cm
Golconda
Mid 17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 43.50
Sir Akbar Hydari Collection
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This 350 year-old Deccani gum-tempera
painting on cloth is from Golconda.
Contemporary to the Mughal painting
tradition, the art of Golconda is known
for its distinctive aesthetic vision and its
synthesis of a wide range of influences
including Chalukyan, Timurid, Mughal,
Deccani, Maratha, and European.
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Documentation
Documentation of the details of an
object, its condition, and its treatment is
integral to the process of conservation.
These records serve as reference in the
future and help to inform future reversal
of treatment, determining authenticity
and ownership.
This Deccani painting on cloth had got
wet and stained. The previous lining cloth
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was weak. The treatment commenced
with minimising the stains, consolidating
the powdering paint, arresting the flaking
of paint layers, cleaning of the surfaces,
both recto (obverse, front) and verso
(reverse, back). The painting was relined,
retaining the thin previous lining, in order
to provide strength to the weakened
painting.
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Monitoring treatment

Azam Shah Returning from a
Bird Shoot
Painting on Cloth
121.0(H) x 83.0(W) cm
Golconda
17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 43.51
Sir Akbar Hydari Collection

In this 200 year-old gum-tempera
painting on cloth from Golconda, Azam
Shah, the son of Aurangzeb, is seen at
the foot of Golconda Fort, returning
from a bird shoot. As inscribed in the
painting, his beloved Chandap reclines
on a couch, while Chand Bano ‘Mushtaq’
leans against a tree.
Text courtesy of Vandana Prapanna
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The support of this painting was in a
weak condition and it was povided
a lining with a synthetic heat-melt
adhesive that has to be melted prior to
application. This adhesive, as it cools,
secures the two surfaces. The advantage
with working in a museum is that it is
easier to monitor the effectiveness of
conservation treatments and then share
the results for the benefit of furthering
conservation practice.
Following observations that showed that
the treatment has stood sound for the
past five years already with no negative
effects on the painting, the restoration
of some parts of the painting was
completed and a backing was provided
to protect the back of the painting from
deposits of dust.
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Green Tara
Embroidery on Cloth (Embroidered Tangkha)
81.0(H) x 51.0(W) cm
Tibet
17th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 33.1061
Sir Dorabji Tata Collection

This over 300 year-old thangka depicts
the protective Tibetan deity, Green
Tara, one who personifies transcendent
wisdom and is often thought of as the
universal mother figure to Buddha.
The role of Tara is to guide and save
individuals, especially monks and
travellers from the perils of travel, both
physically and spiritually. She is renowned
as the protector from the Eight Great
Perils. The perils represent actual physical
dangers faced by monks and pilgrims
in the Himalayas and are symbols of
impediments to attainment of selfhood
as well.
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This beautiful image of Tara has been
embroidered with silk and metal threads.
The golden metal threads had come
undone. The edges were brittle and
falling apart. With a technique using
silk crepeline and a solvent-activated
adhesive, the edges were reinforced.
Skilled textile conservators tacked every
metal thread back in its original place.
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Chundhaa
Painting on Silk (Tangkha)
133.0(H) x 78.2(W) cm (with rod)
Nepal
1698 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 33.1060
Sir D.J. Tata Collection

This work depicts the Goddess
Chundhaa, a deity related to Buddhist
mysticism whose powers include
elimination of epidemics and other
diseases. She also purifies negative
karma. This 200 year old gum-tempera
painting on cloth, is a tangkha, from
Nepal. The tangkha is not consideed
complete without its mounting.
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Bespoke Mounting
The painted image was stitched onto
the border and this had caused cockling,
leading to damages to the paint layers.
The painting was therefore mounted
onto a stretcher, and the border was
mounted on another frame. Both of these
independent elements come together
as one at the time of display, thus
eliminating the strain yet retaining the
visual composition of the painting and its
mounted border.
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Map of Jambudveep
Tempera on Cloth
110.2(H) x 106.2(W) cm
Gujarat
Circa 1750 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. L/82.2/34

This 300 year-old Jain map, a tempera
painting on cloth, from Western
India, represents Jain cosmology with
Jambudveep as the island-continent of
the terrestrial world. Mount Meru is the
centre of this universe, at the heart of the
continent of Jambudveep, the realm of
mortals.
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This object has been made with a thin
cloth support. An additional support has
been provided and losses at the corners
of folds have also been repaired. The
creases were removed with a controlled
application of an aqueous solution and
gentle pressure using a hot spatula.
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Saanp-Seedhi (Jain Gyan Bazi
Pata)
Tempera on Cloth
67.8(H) x 50.8(W) cm
Kolkata
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 2011.1

Gyan bazi pata is the forerunner of the
game of Saanp-Seedhi or Snakes and
Ladders. This 200 year-old pata, from
Kolkata, has been drawn and painted on
cotton cloth. Each player, with throws of
dice or cowrie shells, makes the journey
upwards, from the bottom-left square,
progressing from states of vice, towards
states of virtue, to the winning square.
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This object had creased and separated
into rectangular pieces due to years
of storage in a folded state, and then
someone had joined the pieces and
pasted them on another cloth. As the
joins were misaligned, it was decided
to reverse the repair. Once the nature
of the adhesive was ascertained, a
solvent was identified to dissolve it and
remove the original object’s fragments
from the cloth on which they were
pasted. These were realigned and then
re-pasted on a new support.
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Janamaz (Prayer Mat)
Block Printing and Painting on Cloth
80.3(H) x 54.9(W) cm
Masulipatam, Andhra Pradesh
19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 54.7

This 200 year-old prayer mat is
decorated in the Kalamkari technique of
Masulipatnam in Andhra Pradesh.
The design is block-printed, and then the
colouring is painted in with a kalam. In
Persian, kalam means pen or brush and
kari means work. This janamaz is made
up of six pieces from a larger textile and
stitched together.
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This prayer mat has been created by cutting
a larger design into a number of pieces and
stitching them together. The question was,
should we unstitch these pieces and realign
them in the correct format? As the changes
that the textile went through represent the
history of the object, we decided to retain its
present form. The intervention was limited to
cleaning the object and providing a backing to
it after reinforcing the lost areas.
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Chamba Rumal
Silk Embroidery on Cotton
94.7(H) x 91.2(W) cm
Chamba, Himachal Pradesh
Late 18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 67.25

A rumal is a square or rectangular
piece of handspun, hand-woven and
embroidered cloth, used as a cover for
offerings or gifts. Chamba, in Himachal
Pradesh, produced distinctive rumals
such as this 200 year-old one. This rumal
depicts a patron enjoying music and
dance.
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Bukhara Suzani
Embroidery on Cloth
152.0(H) x 200.0(W) cm
Bukhara, Uzbekistan
19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 22.3173
Sir Ratan Tata Collection

This suzani was made in Bukhara
more than a hundred years ago. It is
an embroidered cloth, comprising of
several stitched pieces, made by several
female members of a family, for a girl’s
dowry, and served a decorative purpose
in Central Asian households. In Farsi or
Persian, suzan means ‘needle’ and suzani
means ‘of the needle’.
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There were losses and holes in the
embroidered fabric. These holes and losses
were repaired using threads of the colour
of the base cloth. No attempt was made to
recreate the losses in the embroidery.
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Chanderi Sari
Silk with Zari
428.0(H) x 113.6(W) cm
Chander, Madhya Pradesh
Early 20th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 98.4
Gift of Smt. Kalpana Vora

Traditional silk and cotton saris made in
Chanderi, Madhya Pradesh, are known
for their light weight, zari-worked golden
borders and off-white or pastel hues. This
Chanderi sari, made of silk, was woven
during the Indian freedom struggle
movement and has the phrase, Vande
Mataram, woven repeatedly, with silk
threads, in Devanagari script.
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This fragmenting translucent sari was
repaired with transparent silk crepeline and
a synthetic adhesive that was activated by a
solvent.
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Ethnographic objEcts
1701–1900 cE
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Human Bone Apron
Ethnographic
70.0(H) x 53.5(W) cm
Tibet
18–19th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No.53.61 (A)

This ethnographic object is an apron
embellished with figures carved
in human bone. It was worn on
ceremonial occasions and is Tibetan
in origin. The significance of wearing
such ornamentation symbolizes one’s
own mortality, and the necessity of
detachment from the physicality of
our human bodies, in order to pursue
enlightenment effectively.
Text courtesy of Manisha Nene and Vandana
Prapanna
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Waist Band Decorated with
Images of Avalokiteshvara
Ethnographic
16.0(H) x 47.0(W) cm
Tibet
18th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No.33.1062
Sir Dorabji Tata Collection

This 200 year-old waist band is a
composite object from Tibet. Decorated
with images of Avalokiteshvara (Arya
Pala) with eleven heads and several arms,
one in namakharamudra and the rest in
other symbolic gestures, this waist band
is part of Tibetan ritual practices. In the
centre are coral buttons representing
Ganesha and turquoise-coloured
rosettes; the lower end has a band of
brass ornaments shaped as bells.
Text courtesy of Manisha Nene and Vandana
Prapanna
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The support of the apron was very weak
and the stitches were coming loose. The
decorative elements were covered with
centuries of grime that had hardened
on the surface. The stitches were cut
and every image, bell, and design was
dismantled from the support and kept
aside in order. The original fabric was
cleaned, disinfected and lined on a fresh
support. The individual elements were
cleaned using solvents and laser and
stitched back on to the fabric in their
original positions. The apron was then
mounted on another support for display.
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waterColour on PaPer
1901–2000 Ce
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Padmapani Bodhisattva
Copy of an Ajanta Mural by Syed Ahmed
Watercolour on Paper
124.5(H) x 84.0(W) cm
Aurangabad, Maharashtra
20th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 26.4825
Sir Akbar Hydari Collection

This watercolour painting on paper,
made in early 1900s by Syed Ahmed,
represents Padmapani Bodhisattva, and
is a copy of a mural painting detail at
Ajantha. The Ajantha World Heritage Site
comprises of numerous rock-cut Buddhist
caves, embellished with thousands of
square feet of paintings and sculptures
created created between 2nd century BCE
and 650 CE.
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It is time we stopped using the
term ‘Ajantha Frescoes’
Michelangelo’s 500 years-old Sistine
Chapel paintings were made on a
freshly-wet (fresco) lime-sand plaster
that allowed the lime water to cover the
pigments and encase it in a hard layer of
translucent calcium carbonate.
The 2000 year-old Ajantha paintings were
painted on a dried limewash coat over
a mud plaster and the pigments were
mixed with a gum binder and painted
over this support.
Ajantha paintings are therefore not
frescoes, but gum tempera paintings.
This copy of the mural of Padmapani in
one of the Ajantha caves has been made
on paper after it was pasted on cotton
cloth. There were a number of voids
between the paper and the cloth and
adhesives were injected in these voids to
secure adhesion.
In the interest of the weak paper support
of the painting, it was decided not to
subject the work to the unnecessary
and drastic intervention of removing the
paper pasted on the cloth only for the
purpose of flattening every bit of the
creases on the painting.
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Copies by Li Gotami, of Mural
Paintings in the Monastery at
Tsaparang, Tibet
Li Gotami, born in a Parsi family, was an
artist, photographer, painter, writer and
composer. Along with her husband, Lama
Anagarika Govinda, she embarked on
a journey through Western and Central
Tibet, documenting what she saw. These
watercolour on papers are copies Li
Gotami made, of mural paintings in the
monastery at Tsaparang, Tibet, in mid
20th century.
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Mara Attacking Buddha
Gouache on Paper
77.1(H) x 130.0(W) cm
Tibet
1948 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 59.30
Presented by Li Gotami,
Lama Govinda, and J.C. Jain
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Buddha Preaching in Deer Park
Gouache on Paper
77.4(H) x 120.0(W) cm
Tibet
1948 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 59.31
Presented by Li Gotami,
Lama Govinda, and J.C. Jain
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Buddha with Five Ascetics
Gouache on Paper
62.9(H) x 90.6(W) cm
Tibet
1948 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 59.32
Presented by Li Gotami,
Lama Govinda, and J.C. Jain
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The culture of collection caring
also includes mounting and
framing
We have learned quickly
that many of the damages
to art objects are due to improper
mounting, framing, and storage.
Now we ensure properly bevelled
stretchers with keys to control the
strain on the canvas paintings, and
appropriately thick mountboards to
prevent the paintings and pastels
from touching the glass, and the
discontinuation of the wrapped displays
of historic textiles
with sunlight-expanded and
shade-contracted plastic sheets.
We are also learning quickly from our
own mistakes that the combination
of dust and low air-conditioning
temperatures in humid cities are
disastrous for our art collections but great
for fungus and other microflora.
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wood
1901–2000 Ce
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Kavada
Polychrome Wood
40.64(H) x 34.92(W) x 19.68(D) cm
Rajasthan
20th century CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 28.6168

This kavada is a 50-60 year old
polychrome wood story-telling accessory
from Rajasthan. The kavada storytellers
were invited when the patron needed
to make a wish, celebrate the birth of
a child, recite genealogies, or extol the
virtues of forefathers. The images on
a kavada serve as illustrations to the
narrations.
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Structural Conservation
For the successful conservation of the
painted image, it is necessary that the
support of the paint layer is strengthened
appropriately. Radiography of this kavada
allowed for the correct understanding of
where the inner joins were, as well as the
distribution of iron nails within the object.
Armed with this diagnosis, the wooden
structure of the kavada was conserved.
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oil on Canvas
1850–2000 Ce
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Portrait of Mithibai Bapuji by
Raja Ravi Verma
Oil on Canvas
65.5(H) x 48.0(W) cm
Mumbai, Maharashtra
1896 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 95.11
Gift of Mr. Jamshed Bhabha
and Mr. Dinshah K. Malegamwala

This portrait of Mrs. Mithibai Bapuji
Vatchagandhy was painted by Raja Ravi
Verma in 1896 in Mumbai. He was born at
Kilimanoor palace in the erstwhile princely
state of Travancore, Kerala. Raja Ravi
Verma trained to paint in the academic
European art techniques of the day and
was one of India’s celebrated artists.
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The structure of oil paintings
Oil paintings are a generic term for
paintings that are made on a support of
canvas or panel. Oil paintings, like some
other artworks, are a series of layers
combined together to create an object.
The first layer of an oil painting on
canvas is a fabric made of cotton or linen
threads twisted and woven in a variety of
weaves and compactness—the ‘support’.
In a panel support, flat planks of wood
are joined and a cloth is pasted on them,
usually with a glue.
The next layer is a ‘ground’ made of
chalk or similar material mixed with either
glue or, today, synthetic adhesives.
Over this can be another layer of ground
of varying texture. A sketch, ‘under
drawing’, creates the design for the
painting.
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The pigments are mixed with a ‘drying
oil’, and this in turn, can be diluted with
other solvents to vary the viscosity. This
combination is called paint, and this can be
applied either in layers, or at one go (alla
prima) by mixing paints on a palette.
Over the years, once the linseed oil, and
hence the paint, has dried, layers of varnish
are applied successively, sandwiching any
dust and dirt in between the coats.
These, and sometimes more layers, form the
complex structure of an oil painting. Each of
these layers behaves uniquely and affects
the behaviour, longevity or deterioration of
the painting.
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Praying for the Sick by Pestonjee
Bomanjee Mistri
Oil on Canvas
87.0(H) x 67.5(W) cm
Mumbai, Maharashtra
December, 1885 CE
CSMVS Acc. No. 33.20
Sir Dorabji Tata Collection

This oil on canvas was painted in 1885
by Pestonjee Bomanjee Mistri, the first
Indian vice prinicipal of Sir J.J. School of
Art. Having trained in academic realism,
Bomanjee excelled in oil portaiture
as well as depiction of everyday life,
especially of members of the Parsi
community.
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The removal of varnish from
paintings and the romance of its
retention
Varnishes are surface coats applied on
paintings to enhance the visibility of the
painting by allowing light rays to travel
deeper and reflect back truer. Children
will recall this as ‘laws of refraction’.
Until a few decades ago, varnishes were
natural resins that darkened with time,
from a weak yellowish hue they turned
to deep browns. At one time it became
fashionable to appreciate these dark
hues. The fact though was, that the artist
never ever wanted the pearly whites to
be perceived as deep yellow, or the blue
as green, or the crimson as orange.
Not only do darkened varnishes hide
the intention of the artist, they alter the
colour balance and heighten contrast.
Other times varnishes fracture like a car’s
windscreen, making the image seem as
one of faded colours.
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Therefore varnishes sometimes need
to be removed, and this is done in
consultation with the custodian, to
determine the level to which the varnish
should be removed. There is after all a
romance in the brown tones of an old oil
painting.
Remember the international outcry
when the removal of the darkened glue
varnishes from Michelangelo’s Sistine
Chapel ceiling frescoes revealed every
beautiful colour of the spectrum?
We had become so comfortable with the
dark browns that we were in shock when
the true colours were revealed, rendering
untrue all that we thought we knew and
were familiar with.
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Untitled by V.S. Gaitonde
Oil on Canvas
152.5(H) x 203.5(W) cm
Bombay School of Art
1962 CE
Jehangir Nicholson Art Foundation (JNAF)
No. 176

Vasudeo Santu Gaitonde (1924–2001)
was a pioneering figure in the history of
Indian abstraction. Born in Nagpur to
Goan parents, Gaitonde studied at the
Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy School of Art,
Mumbai, graduating in 1948. Closely
associated with the Progressive Artists
Group, he is also regarded as a member
of the grouping of artists informally
described as the ‘Bombay School’.
Despite his commitment to what he
termed a ‘non-objective’ art, Gaitonde’s
work drew on Egyptian hieroglyphics
and Chinese calligraphy. Influenced
by Wassily Kandinsky’s foundational
text, Concerning the Spiritual in Art,
he was deeply drawn both to Zen
Buddhism and the Vedantic teachings
of Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj. Gaitonde
received numerous grants and honours,
including the Rockefeller Fellowship and
the Padma Shri. The artist eventually
migrated from Mumbai to Delhi, where
he passed away aged 77.
Text courtesy of Ranjit Hoskote
© Jehangir Nicholson Art Foundation
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All are equal in the eyes of the
conservator
Contemporary art needs as much care
as old art objects, if not more,
as the visible changes in recently created
works, due to their ‘settling down in the
environment’, are immediately obvious
and elicit much concern.
To create artworks today, modern
materials are sourced from the market
and experimented with to create art
objects. With time these new materials
may behave in unexpected ways, and
the changes to the physical appearance
of the artwork may be interpreted
variously as— the intention of the artist
and hence integral to the form of the
work; the natural progression of the
objects physicality; deterioration of the
object that needs to be arrested; or an
experiment that needs to be repeated
again.
A conservator’s duty is to weigh all
options and philosophical questions and
then provide, sincerely and honestly,
the most appropriate, required
treatment, to the best of his ability,
without being prejudiced or swayed
by the nature of the object, its history,
or its monetary value.
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CSMVS Museum Art Conservation Centre, Mumbai
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Himalayan
Art Gallery, CSMVS, Mumbai
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thank Kritika and Mandira for the conservation work and
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